
Key Vocabulary Year 3 Spring  
Maths 

Fraction - A part of a whole. A common fraction is made up of a numerator and a denominator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numerator - This is the number that goes on top of the fraction. It means the amount of 

equal parts being referred to.  

Denominator - This is the number that goes at the bottom of the fraction. It means the total 

amount of equal parts that the number/object has been split into.  

Equal - This means groups that are the same. It is really important to remember that 

fractions are equal groups.  

Multiplication – a quick way of adding lots of the same number 6+6+6+6+6= or we can say e.g. 

5 lots of 6 or 5 x 6. 

Product – multiplying numbers together. 

English  
ISPACE openers - We use ISPACE as an acronym to help us with ideas for interesting 

openers to our sentences.  

 
Comma - A comma is a punctuation mark that separates items in a list and marks the divisions 

within sentences. 
Main clause - groups of words that contain a subject and a verb and make sense on their own 

i.e. a sentence. The cat sat on the mat.  

Subordinated clause - attached to a main clause because it cannot make sense on its own, 

although it contains a subject and a verb. At midnight, the cat sat on the mat. 

Embedded Clause - An embedded clause is a clause that fits in the middle of a sentence. It 

adds extra detail but isn’t a necessary part of the sentence. The embedded clause is always 

shown by using a pair of commas.  

E.g. The friendly local cat, who always came around looking for food, had mysteriously 

disappeared.  

Writing genre – a style of writing e.g. recount, information text, story. 
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https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-a-comma


 


